African Religions A Very Short Introduction
Very Short Introductions
Yeah, reviewing a books African Religions A Very Short Introduction Very Short
Introductions could amass your close associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to
be successful. As understood, deed does not suggest that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as competently as covenant even more than supplementary will present each
success. adjacent to, the notice as well as perception of this African Religions A Very Short
Introduction Very Short Introductions can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Encyclopedia of African Religion - Molefi Kete
Asante 2009
Collects almost five hundred entries that cover
the African response to spirituality, taboos,
ethics, sacred space, and objects.
Judaism: A Very Short Introduction - Norman
Solomon 2014-08-28
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

Normon Solomon's succinct book is an ideal
introduction to Judaism as a religion and way of
life. Demonstrating the diverse nature and
ethnic origin of those with the Jewish faith,
Solomon explores how the Jewish religion has
developed in the 2,000 years since the days of
the Bible. This Very Short Introduction starts by
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outlining the basics of practical Judaism - its
festivals, prayers, customs, and various sects and goes on to consider how Judaism has
responded to, and dealt with, a number of key
issues and debates, including the impact of the
Holocaust and the establishment of the State of
Israel. In this new edition, Solomon considers
issues of contemporary Judaism in the twenty
first century. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very
Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
West African Religion - Geoffrey Parrinder
2014-09-17
African History: A Very Short Introduction - John
Parker 2007-03-22
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

Essential reading for anyone interested in the
African continent and the diversity of human
history, this Very Short Introduction looks at
Africa's past and reflects on the changing ways it
has been imagined and represented. Key themes
in current thinking about Africa's history are
illustrated with a range of fascinating historical
examples, drawn from over 5 millennia across
this vast continent. ABOUT THE SERIES: The
Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
City of 201 Gods - Jacob Olupona 2011-12-13
The author focuses on one of the most important
religious centers in Africa: the Yoruba city of IleIfe in southwest Nigeria. The spread of Yoruba
traditions in the African diaspora has come to
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define the cultural identity of millions of black
and white people in Brazil, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Trinidad, and the United States. He describes
how the city went from great prominence to near
obliteration and then rose again as a
contemporary city of gods. Throughout, he
corroborates the indispensable linkages between
religion, cosmology, migration, and kinship as
espoused in the power of royal lineages,
hegemonic state structure, gender, and the
Yoruba sense of place.
Religion: a Very Short Introduction - Thomas A.
Tweed 2020
Religion plays a central role in human
experience. Billions of people around the world
practice a faith and act in accordance with it.
Religion shapes how they enter the world and
how they leave it - how they eat, dress, marry,
and raise their children. It affects law, economy,
and government. It sanctifies injustice and
combats it. Beginning with the first signs of
religion among ancient humans and concluding
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

with a look at modern citizens and contemporary
trends,leading scholar Thomas Tweed examines
this powerful and enduring force in human
society. Religion: A Very Short Introduction
offers a concise non-partisan overview of
religion's long history and its complicated role in
the world today.
Ritual: A Very Short Introduction - Barry
Stephenson 2015-01-28
Ritual is part of what it means to be human. Like
sports, music, and drama, ritual defines and
enriches culture, putting those who practice it in
touch with sources of value and meaning larger
than themselves. Ritual is unavoidable, yet it
holds a place in modern life that is decidedly
ambiguous. What is ritual? What does it do? Is it
useful? What are the various kinds of ritual? Is
ritual tradition bound and conservative or
innovative and transformational? Alongside
description of a number of specific rites, this
Very Short Introduction explores ritual from
both theoretical and historical perspectives.
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Barry Stephenson focuses on the places where
ritual touches everyday life: in politics and
power; moments of transformation in the life
cycle; as performance and embodiment. He also
discusses the boundaries of ritual, and how and
why certain behaviors have been studied as
ritual while others have not. Stephenson shows
how ritual is an important vehicle for group and
identity formation; how it generates and
transmits beliefs and values; how it can be used
to exploit and oppress; and how it has served as
a touchstone for thinking about cultural origins
and historical change. Encompassing the
breadth and depth of modern ritual studies,
Barry Stephenson's Very Short Introduction also
develops a narrative of ritual's place in social
and cultural life. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very
Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
Òrìşà Devotion as World Religion - Jacob
Kẹhinde Olupona 2008
As the twenty-first century begins, tens of
millions of people participate in devotions to the
spirits called Òrìsà. This book explores the
emergence of Òrìsà devotion as a world religion,
one of the most remarkable and compelling
developments in the history of the human
religious quest. Originating among the Yorùbá
people of West Africa, the varied traditions that
comprise Òrìsà devotion are today found in
Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe, and
Australia. The African spirit proved remarkably
resilient in the face of the transatlantic slave
trade, inspiring the perseverance of African
religion wherever its adherents settled in the
New World. Among the most significant
manifestations of this spirit, Yorùbá religious
culture persisted, adapted, and even flourished
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in the Americas, especially in Brazil and Cuba,
where it thrives as Candomblé and
Lukumi/Santería, respectively. After the end of
slavery in the Americas, the free migrations of
Latin American and African practitioners has
further spread the religion to places like New
York City and Miami. Thousands of African
Americans have turned to the religion of their
ancestors, as have many other spiritual seekers
who are not themselves of African descent. Ifá
divination in Nigeria, Candomblé funerary
chants in Brazil, the role of music in Yorùbá
revivalism in the United States, gender and
representational authority in Yorùbá religious
culture--these are among the many subjects
discussed here by experts from around the
world. Approaching Òrìsà devotion from diverse
vantage points, their collective effort makes this
one of the most authoritative texts on Yorùbá
religion and a groundbreaking book that heralds
this rich, complex, and variegated tradition as
one of the world's great religions.
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

Philosophy of Religion - Tim Bayne 2018
What is the philosophy of religion? How can we
distinguish it from theology on the one hand and
the psychology/sociology of religious belief on
the other? What does it mean to describe God as
eternal? And should religious people want there
to be good arguments for the existence of God,
or is religious belief only authentic in the
absence of these good arguments? In this Very
Short Introduction Tim Bayne introduces the
field of philosophy of religion, and engages with
some of the most burning questions that
philosophers discuss. Considering how religion
should be defined, and whether we even need to
be able to define it in order to engage in the
philosophy of religion, he goes on to discuss
whether the existence of God matters. Exploring
the problem of evil, Bayne also debates the
connection between faith and reason, and the
related question of what role reason should play
in religious contexts. Shedding light on the
relationship between science and religion, Bayne
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finishes by considering the topics of
reincarnation and the afterlife. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains hundreds
of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective,
new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.
African Traditional Religions in Contemporary
Society - Jacob Olupona 1998-04-17
Religions of South Africa (Routledge Revivals) David Chidester 2014-06-27
First published in 1992, this title explores the
religious diversity of South Africa, organizing it
into a single coherent narrative and providing
the first comparative study and introduction to
the topic. David Chidester emphasizes the fact
that the complex distinctive character of South
African religious life has taken shape with a
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

particular economic, social and political context,
and pays special attention to the creativity of
people who have suffered under conquest,
colonialism and apartheid. With an overview of
African traditional religion, Christian missions,
and African innovations during the nineteenth
century, this reissue will be of great value to
students of religious studies, South African
history, anthropology, sociology, and political
studies.
African Religions - Jacob K. Olupona 2014
This book connects traditional religions to the
thriving religious activity in Africa today.
Science and Religion: A Very Short
Introduction - Thomas Dixon 2008-07-24
The debate between science and religion is
never out of the news: emotions run high, fuelled
by polemical bestsellers like iThe God Delusion/i
and, at the other end of the spectrum, highprofile campaigns to teach 'Intelligent Design' in
schools.Yet there is much more to the debate
than the clash of these extremes. As Thomas
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Dixon shows in this balanced and thoughtprovoking introduction, a whole range of views,
subtle arguments, and fascinating perspectives
can be taken on this complex and centuries-old
subject. He explores not only thekey
philosophical questions that underlie the debate,
but also highlights the social, political, and
ethical contexts that have made 'science and
religion' such a fraught and interesting topic in
the modern world. Along the way, he examines
landmark historical episodes such as the Galileo
affair,Charles Darwin's own religious and
scientific odyssey, the Scopes 'Monkey Trial' in
Tennessee in 1925, and the Dover Area School
Board case of 2005, and includes perspectives
from non-Christian religions and examples from
across the physical, biological, and social
sciences.
African Religions: A Very Short Introduction Jacob K. Olupona 2014-02-14
What are African religions? African Religions: A
Very Short Introduction answers this question by
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

examining primarily indigenous religious
traditions on the African continent, as well as
exploring Christianity and Islam. It focuses on
the diversity of ethnic groups, languages,
cultures, and worldviews, emphasizing the
continent's regional diversity. Olupona examines
a wide range of African religious traditions on
their own terms and in their social, cultural, and
political contexts. For example, the book moves
beyond ethnographic descriptions and
interpretations of core beliefs and practices to
look at how African religion has engaged issues
of socioeconomic development and power
relations. Olupona examines the myths and
sacred stories about the origins of the universe
that define ethnic groups and national identities
throughout Africa. He also discusses spiritual
agents in the African cosmos such as God,
spirits, and ancestors. In addition to myths and
deities, Olupona focuses on the people central to
African religions, including medicine men and
women, rainmakers, witches, magicians, and
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divine kings, and how they serve as authority
figures and intermediaries between the social
world and the cosmic realm. African Religions: A
Very Short Introduction discusses a wide variety
of religious practices, including music and
dance, calendrical rituals and festivals,
celebrations for the gods' birthdays, and rituals
accompanying stages of life such as birth,
puberty, marriage, elderhood, and death. In
addition to exploring indigenous religions,
Olupona examines the ways Islam and
Christianity as outside traditions encountered
indigenous African religion. He shows how these
incoming faith traditions altered the face and the
future of indigenous African religions as well as
how indigenous religions shaped two world
religions in Africa and the diaspora. Olupona
draws on archaeological and historical sources,
as well as ethnographic materials based on
fieldwork. He shows that African religions are
not static traditions, but have responded to
changes within their local communities and to
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

fluxes caused by outside influences, and spread
with diaspora and migration.
Yoruba Traditions and African American
Religious Nationalism - Tracey E. Hucks
2012-05-16
Exploring the Yoruba tradition in the United
States, Hucks begins with the story of Nana
Oseijeman Adefunmi’s personal search for
identity and meaning as a young man in Detroit
in the 1930s and 1940s. She traces his
development as an artist, religious leader, and
founder of several African-influenced religiocultural projects in Harlem and later in the
South. Adefunmi was part of a generation of
young migrants attracted to the bohemian
lifestyle of New York City and the black
nationalist fervor of Harlem. Cofounding Shango
Temple in 1959, Yoruba Temple in 1960, and
Oyotunji African Village in 1970, Adefunmi and
other African Americans in that period renamed
themselves “Yorubas” and engaged in the task of
transforming Cuban Santer'a into a new
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religious expression that satisfied their racial
and nationalist leanings and eventually helped to
place African Americans on a global religious
schema alongside other Yoruba practitioners in
Africa and the diaspora. Alongside the story of
Adefunmi, Hucks weaves historical and
sociological analyses of the relationship between
black cultural nationalism and reinterpretations
of the meaning of Africa from within the African
American community.
Rastafari: A Very Short Introduction - Ennis B.
Edmonds 2012-12-20
From its obscure beginnings in Jamaica in the
early 1930s, Rastafari has grown into an
international socio-religious movement. It is
estimated that 700,000 to 1 million people
worldwide have embraced Rastafari, and
adherents of the movement can be found in most
of the major population centres and many
outposts of the world. Rastafari: A Very Short
Introduction provides an account of this
widespread but often poorly understood
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

movement. Ennis B. Edmonds looks at the
essential history of Rastafari, including its
principles and practices and its internal
character and configuration. He examines its
global spread, and its far-reaching influence on
cultural and artistic production in the Caribbean
and beyond. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very
Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
Introduction to African religion - John
Samuel Mbiti 1978
Revolutions: A Very Short Introduction - Jack
A. Goldstone 2014-02
Revolutions have shaped world politics for the
last three hundred years. This volume shows
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why revolutions occur, how they unfold, and
where they created democracies and
dictatorships. Jack A. Goldstone presents the
history of revolutions from America and France
to the collapse of the Soviet Union, 'People
Power' revolutions, and the Arab revolts.
Paganism: A Very Short Introduction - Owen
Davies 2011-05-26
'Paganism' is an evocative word that, even today,
conjures up deep-seated emotions and
prejudices. Until recently, it was primarily a
derogatory term used by Christians to describe
the non-Christian cultures confronted and
vanquished by their Churches. For some it
evokes images of sacrifice and barbaric
behaviour, while for others it symbolises a
peace-loving, nature-worshipping spiritual
relationship with the earth. This Very Short
Introduction explores the meaning of paganism through a chronological overview of the
attitudes towards its practices and beliefs - from
the ancient world through to the present day.
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

Owen Davies largely looks at paganism through
the eyes of the Christian world, and how, over
the centuries, notions and representations of its
nature were shaped by religious conflict, power
struggles, colonialism, and scholarship. Despite
the expansion of Christianity and Islam, Pagan
cultures continue to exist around the world,
whilst in the West new formations of paganism
constitute one of the fastest-growing religions.
Focussing on paganism in Europe, but exploring
the nature of paganism globally, Davies looks at
how Europeans discovered new cultures through
colonial expansion, missionary work, and
anthropological study. Contemporary social
paganism can be a liberating and social force,
and the idea of a global Pagan theology is now
on the religious map. ABOUT THE SERIES: The
Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
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facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
Witchcraft: A Very Short Introduction - Malcolm
Gaskill 2010-03-25
Examines the history and origins of witchcraft,
from pre-history to the present day, considering
why it still features so heavily in our culture
Religions in Contemporary Africa - Laura S.
Grillo 2019-03-28
Religions in Contemporary Africa is an
accessible and comprehensive introduction to
the three main religious traditions on the African
continent, African indigenous religions,
Christianity and Islam. The book provides a
historical overview of these important traditions
and focuses on the roles they play in African
societies today. It includes social, cultural and
political case studies from across the continent
on the following topical issues: Witchcraft and
modernity Power and politics Conflict and peace
Media and popular culture Development Human
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

rights Illness and health Gender and sexuality
With suggestions for further reading, discussion
questions, illustrations and a list of glossary
terms this is the ideal textbook for students in
religion, African studies and adjacent fields
approaching this subject area for the first time.
Beyond Primitivism - Jacob K. Olupona
2004-02-24
What role do indigenous religions play in today's
world? Beyond Primitivism is a complete
appraisal of indigenous religions - faiths
integrally connected to the cultures in which
they originate, as distinct from global religions
of conversion - as practised across America,
Africa, Asia and the Pacific today. At a time
when local traditions across the world are
colliding with global culture, it explores the
future of indigenous faiths as they encounter
modernity and globalization. Beyond Primitivism
argues that indigenous religions are not
irrelevant in modern society, but are dynamic,
progressive forces of continuing vitality and
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influence. Including essays on Haitian vodou,
Korean shamanism and the Sri Lankan 'Wild
Man', the contributors reveal the relevance of
native religions to millions of believers
worldwide, challenging the perception that
indigenous faiths are vanishing from the face of
the globe.
African American Religion - Eddie S. Glaude (Jr.)
2014
"African American Religion offers a provocative
historical and philosophical treatment of the
religious life of African Americans. Glaude
argues that the phrase "African American
religion" is meaningful only insofar as it singles
out the distinctive waysreligion has been
leveraged by African Americans to respond to
different racial regimes in the United States.
That bold claim frames how he reads the
historical record. Slavery, Jim Crow, and current
appeals to color blindness serve as a backdrop
for histreatment of conjure, African American
Christianity and Islam"-african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

African Immigrant Religions in America Jacob Olupona 2007-05-01
African immigration to North America has been
rapidly increasing. Yet, little has been written
about this significant group of immigrants and
the particular religious traditions that they are
transplanting on our shores, as scholars
continue largely to focus instead on immigrants
from Europe and Asia. African Immigrant
Religions in America focuses on new
understandings and insights concerning the
presence and relevance of African immigrant
religious communities in the United States. It
explores the profound significance of religion in
the lives of immigrants and the relevance of
these growing communities for U.S. social life. It
describes key social and historical aspects of
African immigrant religion in the U.S. and builds
a conceptual framework for theory and analysis.
The volume broadens our understandings of the
ways in which new immigration is changing the
face of Christianity in the U.S. and adds needed
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breadth to the study of the black church,
incorporating the experiences of African
immigrant religious communities in America.
African Religions - Jacob Kẹhinde Olupona
2014
This title examines religious traditions on the
African continent and diaspora. It focuses on the
diversity of people, ethnic groups, languages,
cultures, ethos, and worldviews.
The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to African
Religions - Elias Kifon Bongmba 2012-05-21
The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to African
Religions brings together a team of international
scholars to create a single-volume resource on
the religious beliefs and practices of the peoples
in Africa. Offers broad coverage of issues
relating to African religions, considering
experiences in indigenous, Christian, and Islamic
traditions across the continent Contributors are
from a variety of fields, ensuring the volume
offers multidisciplinary perspectives Explores
methodological approaches to religion from
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

anthropological, philosophical, and historical
perspectives Provides insights into the historical
developments in African religions, as well as
contemporary issues such as the development of
African-initiated churches, neo traditional
religions, and Pentecostalism Discusses
important topics at the intersection of culture
and religion in Africa, including the arts, health,
politics, globalization, gender relations, and the
economy
Afro-Caribbean Religions - Nathaniel Samuel
Murrell 2010-01-25
Religion is one of the most important elements
of Afro-Caribbean culture linking its people to
their African past, from Haitian Vodou and
Cuban Santeria—popular religions that have
often been demonized in popular culture—to
Rastafari in Jamaica and Orisha-Shango of
Trinidad and Tobago. In Afro-Caribbean
Religions, Nathaniel Samuel Murrell provides a
comprehensive study that respectfully traces the
social, historical, and political contexts of these
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religions. And, because Brazil has the largest
African population in the world outside of Africa,
and has historic ties to the Caribbean, Murrell
includes a section on Candomble, Umbanda,
Xango, and Batique. This accessibly written
introduction to Afro-Caribbean religions
examines the cultural traditions and
transformations of all of the African-derived
religions of the Caribbean along with their
cosmology, beliefs, cultic structures, and ritual
practices. Ideal for classroom use, AfroCaribbean Religions also includes a glossary
defining unfamiliar terms and identifying key
figures.
What Is Not Sacred? - Magesa Laurenti
2014-04-10
"It is not for you to call profane what God counts
clean."
Did Christianity replace traditional African
religion with the arrival of European
missionaries in past centuries? Or did subSaharan African cultures persist in maintaining
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

their religious worldviews even after accepting
the salvific message of Christianity? In this
compelling book, Laurenti Magesa argues that
despite missionary Christiaity's refusal to
acknowledge the worth of traditional African
religious culture. the incarnational spirituality of
those cultures remains vibrant and visible today,
and has much to offer and teach other cultures,
both Christian and not.
Theology: A Very Short Introduction - David
Ford 2013-10-24
This Very Short Introduction provides both the
believer and non-believer with a balanced survey
of the central questions of theology. David
Ford's approach draws us in to considering the
principles underlying religious belief, including
the centrality of salvation to most major
religions, the concept of God in ancient, modern,
and postmodern contexts, the challenge posed to
theology by prayer and worship, and the issue of
sin and evil. He also probes the nature of
experience, knowledge, and wisdom in theology,
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and discusses what is involved in interpreting
theological texts. In this new edition, Ford
considers the contemporary relevance of
theology, including the effect of globalization
and digitized communication, examines the
theological responses to change and
development in science, considers the impact of
increased engagement between Islam and the
West, and looks at the development and
importance of theology between the different
faiths. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm
to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.
Protestantism: A Very Short Introduction Mark A. Noll 2011-08-25
Presents an accessible history of Protestantism
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

from Martin Luther to the present day, focusing
on worldwide developments and examining not
only European and North American aspects of
Protestant journeys, but also the importance of
Protestant expansion into the non-Western
world.
African Spirituality - Jacob Kẹhinde Olupona
2000
As Africa moves into the 21st century it faces
new spiritual, social, and economic challenges.
African Religions - Benjamin C. Ray 2000
This book presents a portrait of African religious
history framed in the religious themes common
to the rest of the world. It looks at the traditional
religions that provided the philosophical,
religious, and ethical basis of African culture.
Focusing primarily on traditional African
religions and their related myths, rituals,
authorities , ethics , and artwork, the book also
includes substantial treatment on nationalism,
African Islam and Christianity. For anyone who
wants to gain an understanding of the
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relationship between African religion and
culture.
Islamic History: A Very Short Introduction Adam J. Silverstein 2010-01-21
Does history matter? This book argues not that
history matters, but that Islamic history does.
This Very Short Introduction introduces the
story of Islamic history; the controversies
surrounding its study; and the significance that
it holds - for Muslims and for non-Muslims alike.
Opening with a lucid overview of the rise and
spread of Islam, from the seventh to twenty first
century, the book charts the evolution of what
was originally a small, localised community of
believers into an international religion with over
a billion adherents. Chapters are also dedicated
to the peoples - Arabs, Persians, and Turks - who
shaped Islamic history, and to three
representative institutions - the mosque, jihad,
and the caliphate - that highlight Islam's
diversity over time. Finally, the roles that Islamic
history has played in both religious and political
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

contexts are analysed, while stressing the
unique status that history enjoys amongst
Muslims, especially compared to its lowly place
in Western societies where history is often seen
as little more than something that is not to be
repeated. Some of the questions that will be
answered are: · How did Islam arise from the
obscurity of seventh century Arabia to the
headlines of twenty first century media? · How
do we know what we claim to know about
Islam's rise and development? · Why does any of
this matter, either to Muslims or to nonMuslims? ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm
to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.
100 African religions before slavery &
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colonization - Akan Takruri 2017-02-12
This book list 100 African religions before
slavery & colonization. These are the African
systems that kept Africans at peace for over
100,000 years.
Anarchism: A Very Short Introduction - Colin
Ward 2004-10-21
What do anarchists want? Can anarchy ever
function effectively as a political force? Is
anarchism more 'organized' and 'reasonable'
than is currently perceived? Colin Ward explains
what anarchism means and who anarchists are
in this illuminating and accessible introduction
to the subject.
God - John Bowker 2014
In this concise introduction to the deity, John
Bowker explores how each major religion, and
countless philosophers and theologians, have
answered the fundamental question: Who or
what is God? He also explores why some people
believe in God and others do not, and concludes
by looking at how our understanding of God
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

continues to evolve in the present day. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective,
new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.
The Abrahamic Religions: a Very Short
Introduction - Charles L. Cohen 2020-01-08
In the book of Genesis, God bestows a new name
upon Abram--Abraham, a father of many nations.
With this name and his Covenant, Abraham
would become the patriarch of three of the
world's major religions: Judaism, Christianity,
and Islam. Connected by their mutual--if
differentiated--veneration of the One God
proclaimed by Abraham, these traditions share
much beyond their origins in the ancient Israel
of the Old Testament. This Very Short
Introduction explores the intertwined histories
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of these monotheistic religions, from the
emergence of Christianity and Islam to the
violence of the Crusades and the cultural
exchanges of al-Andalus. Each religion continues
to be shaped by this history but has also reacted
to the forces of modernity and politics.
Movements such as the Reformation and that led
by seventh-century Kharijites have emerged,
intentioned to reform or restore traditional
religious practice but quite different in their
goals and effects. Relationships with states,
among them Israel and Saudi Arabia, have also
figured importantly in their development. The
Abrahamic Religions: A Very Short Introduction
brings these traditions together into a common
narrative, lending much needed context to the
story of Abraham and his descendants. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

authors combine facts, analysis, perspective,
new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.
Working the Spirit - Joseph M. Murphy
1995-01-30
"An appreciative and user-friendly book on
religion in the African diaspora. Murphy's
skillfully drawn portraits offer an inviting
introduction to the religious worlds of Vodou,
Candomble, Santeria, Revival Zion, and the
Black Church" – David W. Wills, Amherst College
Christianity - Linda Woodhead 2014
This is a short, accessible analysis of Christianity
that focuses on its social and cultural diversity
as well as its historical dimensions.
Spirit Mediumship and Society in Africa John Beattie 2013-11-05
Gathering together under a single cover material
from a wide range of African societies, this
volume allows similarities and differences to be
easily perceived and suggests social correlates
of these in terms of age, sex, marital status,
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social grading and wealth. It includes material

african-religions-a-very-short-introduction-very-short-introductions

on both traditional and modern cults.
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